
Spectacle Blinds, Spades & Ring Spacers

Spectacle Blinds are applied to systems which regularly 
need to be separated from other connections, since they 
are usually permanently installed in the line.

Designed to blind pipelines, either temporarily or permanently.

 � Temporarily or permanently isolate part(s) of the system

 � Spectacle blinds available in sizes up to 24” diameter depending on 
thickness and materials

 � Blinds are easily identified between open and closed positions

 � Maintenance free, cost effective alternative to isolation valves

 � Large selection of materials available

 � Built to ASME B16.48 standards

 � Custom designs available upon request

Mac-Weld spectacle blinds are manufactured from a single piece 
of plate, providing the strength, quality and precision needed for the 
toughest job. Also called “spectacle flanges”, our blinds are available in 
a variety of configurations, blind types and bore designs.

Spades and ring spacers are similar to blinds, except they are not 
attached to each other.  With larger flange sizes, the spade 
alone can weigh several hundred pounds. Separating 
the two removes the unneeded weight from the 
flange connection. Spade and ring spacers can also 
be an advantage if space is limited.

Features:
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SPECTACLE BLINDS

Recognized globally for our quality, service and the ability to deliver!
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North America’s Leading Instrumentation 
Hardware Manufacturer

 9 Thermowells
 9 Orifice Plates
 9 Bleed & Flush Rings

 9 Pressure Vessels
 9 Valves & Manifolds
 9 Specialty Products

 � RTJ Spectacle 
Blind

Spectacle Blind
(Figure-8)

Spade Spacer Ring


